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Abstract: In order to confirm the vibrate compaction energy, the indoor vibration compaction was con-
ducted. Indoor vibration compactor was used to compact skeleton dense cement stabilized aggregate
The acceleration and displacement of the indenter and compaction pressure during the compaction
process were measured The bounce model and the hysteresis curve based on measurement parame-
ters were used to calculate the compaction energy. Three vibration compaction energy were affirmed
as: energy of the machinery itself (Esel f ), energy transmitted from machinery to compacted material
(Et) and energy stored by compacted materials (Es) The energy Esel f was about 40 J (joule). During
each compaction process, energy Et was only 1–1.8 J. In a one-minute compaction process, 2500 J of
energy would be transmitted, but only 38 J could be stored by the compacted material.

Keywords: hysteresis curve; mechanical energy; transmitted energy; stored energy

1. Introduction

In the compaction process, the compact machine performs the work to overcome the
internal friction between the material grain that is being compacted [1,2]. Compaction en-
ergy [3] is an important parameter of vibratory compaction [4,5] The energy is generated in
the motor and delivered to the compaction machine. Subsequently, a portion of the energy
is transmitted to the ground when the compaction machine makes contact with the ground.
As a result of compaction energy, ground deformation, including elastic deformation and
plastic deformation [6,7], can occur. Once elastic deformation is accumulated, elastic it can
be recovered, and the compaction effect [8] can be observed. Therefore, only a portion of
the transmitted energy can be stored to enable plastic deformation. For the compaction
process, three types of compaction energy are present: the energy within the machinery
itself (Esel f ), the energy transmitted from the machinery to the compacted material (Et), and
the energy stored by the compacted materials (Es) The energy of the proctor [9] compaction
and impact [10,11] compaction are fixed before each compaction process and the motor
does not operate during the compaction process. Therefore, the Es and Et are equal and can
be described by simple physical methods (proctor compaction and impact compaction).

Vibration compaction is more complicated [8,12], and the mechanical energy Esel f
frequently changes. Various models and methods have been used to analyze vibrational
compaction energy, including kinetic models and integral algorithms [13] The hysteresis
curve is used to describe the vibration-compaction influence and energy dissipation of
compacted material The opening degree and the area of the hysteresis loops was used to
calculate the compaction-energy law based on the hysteresis-loop study of frozen soil [14].
Furthermore, Bouc–Wen hysteresis modeling offers a versatile approach to describing
various characteristics of hysteretic behavior [15].

Yan-feng Li calculated the compaction mechanical energy Esel f using a mechanical
model. By using a compaction-pressure sensor and theoretical derivation, Zhou-yang Cao
measured the compaction-roller pressure and computed the work the roller performed to
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compact the road material [16]. Liu [17] used unit-compaction energy (UCE), including unit-
volume compaction energy (UVCE) and unit-area compaction energy (UACE), to evaluate
the compaction capacity of vibrating machinery The control criteria of the UVCE and UACE
were established based on the density model, the laboratory-compaction-experiment shear-
strength model, and the analysis of the mechanical model The force and energy of the
compaction were analyzed The main calculation formula was as follows:

P = W + F sin ωt (1)

E = WA(1 + sin ϕ) +
1
2

FA
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P—radial load of the vibrating wheels (N);
W—eccentric excitation frequency (rad/s);
F—vertical-excitation-force amplitude due to the rotating eccentric (N);
ω—eccentric excitation frequency (rad/s);
ϕ—phase difference between vertical exciting force and drum displacement (◦);
E—compaction energy in a vibrating cycle (J);
E0,1—value of UVCE (J/m3);
E0,2—value of UACE (J/m3);
B—drum width (m);
H—lift thickness (m);
L—compacted length (m);
v—roller velocity (m/s).
Ye studied the energy exchange during the compaction process by calculating the

energy carried by the vibration signal of the vibrating wheel [18] The energy exchange in the
compaction process was reflected by calculating the energy carried by the vibration signal
of the vibrating wheel, after which the compaction degree of the filler was evaluated [19].

These studies primarily focused on the energy Esel f and Et The energy of the com-
paction machine and the energy transmitted from the machine to the pavement can be
accurately calculated. Further research should focus on the energy Es and the system-
atic vibration-compaction energy. Some researchers studied the compaction of pavement
materials through the compactor–pavement-material coupling model [20,21]. Through
the coupling model, the effects of the compaction machine and the modulus [22] of the
compacted materials can be analyzed. Furthermore, the mechanical-compaction work [23]
can be extended.

In this research, the machine–soil pressure and indenter displacement were measured.
In addition, the three sources of vibration compaction energy were identified and calculated
based on the indoor compaction experiment and bounce model.

2. Materials and Methodology
2.1. Materials

Skeleton-dense cement stabilized aggregate was used in this experiment. Limestone
was used as aggregate The grade of cement stabilized skeleton-dense aggregate, which indi-
cated that the cumulative pass rate of different sieves varied. They were tested according to
Test Methods of Aggregate for Highωay Engineering (JTG E42—2005) and the result is shown in
Figure 1 The properties of cement, including the cement fineness, setting time, and strength
of cement mortar were verified to identify the performance of cement. These properties
met the Technical Guidelines for Construction of Highway Roadbases (JTGT F20-2015) and were
tested according to Test Methods of cement and cement concrete of Highway Engineering (JTG
3420-2020). As presented in Table 1, the cement dosage was 5%.
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Figure 1. Grade of aggregate.

Table 1. Properties of cement.

Index Residue (%)
(80 µm)

Initial
Setting Time

Final Setting
Time

3D Strength (MPa)

Compression Flexural

cement 7.1 3 h 12 min 6 h 53 min 20.2 4.7

2.2. Methodology
2.2.1. Indoor Vibration Compaction

An indoor vibration compactor [24,25] was used during the compaction experiment,
with the main structure illustrated in Figure 2 The electric motor of compaction equip-
ment performs the work and energy is transported to the eccentric block. Therefore, the
eccentric block drives the vibration-compaction instrument and vibrates up and down
The compaction energy is transmitted to compacted material through the indenter during
the up–down vibration process and the material in the barrel is compacted. Indenter accel-
eration and displacement during the compaction process can be measured to determine the
pressure between the indenter and compacted skeleton-dense cement stabilized aggregate.
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Figure 2. Indoor vibration-compaction mechanic structure. 1—Mechanics frame; 2—eccentric block;
3—indenter; 4—compaction barrels; 5—electric motor.
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2.2.2. Self-Energy of the Machinery (Esel f )

According to the Lawson Haosen’s mechanical model, the compaction force can be
calculated as follows:

F0 = Meω2 (5)

F = F0 sin ϕ

F—excitation force (N);
M—quality distribution on the indenter and counterweight (kg);
e—vibratory-roller eccentricity (mm);
ω—angle between eccentric block and horizontal direction (deg).
The vibration indenter jumps off the ground if the compaction force F is greater than

roller gravity Mg The equations of vibratory indenter and counterweight are as follows:

m2x2 = −Mg + Me
..•ω2 sin(ϕ0 + ωt) (6)

m2—lower structure;
g—acceleration of gravity (9.8 m/s2);
ϕ0—critical angle of structure taking off ground (deg).{ .

x2|t0 = 0
x2|t0 = 0
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X = −Mg
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According to the initial conditions,

x2|t0 = 0

The indenter speed when the indenter is in contact with compacted pavement material
can be calculated as:

Va =
.
X2
(

ϕ′a
)
=
[
−ϕ′ + sin ϕ′ +

√
A2 − 1

(
1− cos ϕ′

)] g
ω

M
m2

(8)

A =
F0

Mg

X—displacement of compaction machinery (m);
.
X—velocity of compaction machinery (m/s);
..
X—acceleration of compaction machinery (m/s2).
When the vibratory roller hits the pavement surface, the indenter receives three kinds

of energy: kinetic energy (Ev), potential energy (Ep), and impact energy (Ei), which can be
computed as:

E = Ev + Ep + Ei (9)

Ev =
1
2

m2va
2 (10)

Ep = M·g·Se (11)

Ei = |va|·Me·ω· cos ϕa (12)

E—total energy of machine when it enters contact with ground;
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Ev—kinetic energy of machine when it enters contact with ground;
Ep—potential energy of machine when it enters contact with ground;
Ei—impact energy of machine when it enters contact with ground;
Se—ground settlement when it enters contact with ground;
va—machine velocity when it enters contact with ground.

2.2.3. Transmitted Energy from Machinery to Compacted Material (Et)

During the vibration-compaction process, the transmitted energy from the compaction
machine to compacted material can be calculated [26] by the compaction pressure and
displacement (Figure 3) The displacement-force curve is called the hysteresis curve, where
the curve area represents the transmitted energy from compaction machine to compacted
material The pressure force and displacement can be tested by the pressure sensor and
displacement sensor.
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Figure 3. Vibration-compaction-energy-calculation diagram.

The compactor acceleration, displacement, and material pressure during the com-
paction process were measured by respective sensors The pressure sensor was installed
in the compaction barrel and the vibratory compactor and compaction barrel height were
fixed The final density was slightly lower than normal specimens as the actual specimen’s
height was about 7 cm rather than the standard 15 cm The structure graph was shown
in Figure 4 The compaction-pressure-displacement curve was drawn, where the curve
area represented the compaction energy “Et” of one compaction cycle. Typical compaction
signals of different compaction stages were studied.
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Compaction processes can be divided into three stages: the initial stage, the normal
stage, and the stable stage. In the initial stage, the vibration pressure increases quickly
from 0 to the set value, and the compaction parameters also increase rapidly. In the normal
phase, the pressure and displacement are relatively stable, whereas the compaction degree
increases slowly. In the stable phase, the parameters are fairly stable and the increase
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in compaction degree is extremely slow. Three parallel experiments were carried out to
determine the mean value and standard deviation of experiment results are analyzed below.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Energy of Compaction Machine

The compaction-machine energy under 6 kind of working conditions, means different
parameters(including the up/down weight number, eccentric block angle and frequency)
combinations, was computed, and the results were presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Indoor vibration-compactor-energy calculation.

Working Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 6

Up counter
Weight number 1 1 1 1 1 1

Up counter
Weight number 3 3 3 3 3 3

Eccentric block
angle/◦ 0 30 60 90 120 150

Frequency/(Hz) 28 28 28 28 28 28

Excitation force/N 6862.144 6630.955 5956.738 4888.691 3509.757 1959.144

Static
eccentricity/(N×m) 0.22171 0.21424 0.19246 0.15795 0.11340 0.06330

ϕ0/◦ 409.117 399.315 373.8859 335.3064 274.3382 124.2212

ϕ/◦ 423.364 414.069 390.355 355.515 303.099 183.761

V/(m/s) 0.46614 0.50815 0.57405 0.55873 0.38054 0.03919

E/J 22.429 27.63458 36.857 34.665 14.676 2.6043

According to Table 2, under general conditions, the maximum speed of the indoor
vibratory compactor was about 0.6 m/s The total mechanical energy was about 40 J and
common energy was in the range of 36 to 48 J.

3.2. Transmitted Energy from Machinery to Material (Et)
3.2.1. First Two Cycles

The vibration-compaction parameters and hysteresis curves (VCPHC) of the two
compaction during the initial stage are shown in Figure 5, which includes the time-history-
displacement curve and force as well as the displacement-force hysteresis curve in each
compaction process The energy transferred from the machine to the compacted material in
one compaction process can be calculated by the displacement-force hysteresis curve of
each compaction process The stored energy in the compacted material during a definite
period could be defined by the overlapping area of multiple hysteresis curves.

Figure 5 shows the first two cycles The displacement and compaction pressure in-
creased quickly The displacement increment of the two adjacent cycles was as high as 0.2
mm (shown as the displacement-time curve on the left top of Figure 5) if the material was
loose and easy to compact. In this stage, the force-displacement hysteresis curve was not
closely spaced and hardly overlapped. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, three parallel experi-
ments were carried out, and the Ah (mean area value of hysteresis curve) was 305.9 N·mm,
σAh (the standard deviation of the hysteresis-curve area) was 23.25, and the increment of
the hysteresis-curve-area value was nearly the same The force-displacement-curve area
increased rapidly, which indicated that the energy absorbed by the compacted material
increased quickly.
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3.2.2. Five Normal Cycles

Figure 6 shows the displacement, force, and hysteresis curves of five cycles in the
normal compaction stage, in which the VCPHC parameters hardly changed under different
compaction cycles The displacement and force-signal curves were relatively close to the sine
wave, and the value was stable The displacement-force curves were all closed curves (highly
coincident and dense) in these five cycles. Both the position and shape were identical and
heavily overlapped The hysteresis-curve area of one curve was about 1200 N·mm, which
was significantly greater than the curve in the first two cycles The area of the cumulative
curve slightly increased compared to the single hysteresis curve. As the compaction
continued, the hysteresis curves moved towards the right slowly The coverage area of the
displacement-force hysteresis curve increased gradually and slowly, which indicated that
the energy absorbed by the compacted materials increased slowly.
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In the stable stage, the compaction parameters were nearly fixed and the hysteresis
curve [27] was nearly constant for a short time. Therefore, the hysteresis curve of this stage
was not drawn.
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3.2.3. Whole Compaction Process

Figure 7 shows the displacement, force, and hysteresis curves of the whole compaction,
including 3 stages and the last 7 s. According to the force-displacement curve (Figure 7)
and the hysteresis-curve-density degree, the compaction-hysteresis curve can be divided
into three parts The compaction hysteresis curve appearing during 0–1.5 s was the I stage or
initial stage, in which the displacement fell between 0 and 4 mm The hysteresis curve with
4–7.5 mm displacement was termed the II stage or normal stage, which appeared during
the period from 1.5–4 s The III stage, or dense stage, corresponded to the displacement of
7.5 mm and appeared after 4 s. These three hysteresis-curve-density stages corresponded
to the three compaction stages.
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According to the results of all the experiments, the Ah (the mean area value of the
hysteresis curve) was usually about 1200–1800 N·mm in the whole compaction stage, in
addition to the initial stage The duration of the initial stage was very short and the force
was very low. As a result, the value of the energy in this stage can be. This indicates that the
transit of mean energy to a compacted material in one compaction cycle is about 1.2–1.8 J.
The vibration compaction lasted about 1 min and the common time range was half a minute
to two minutes during the vibration-compaction processes The energy transferred from the
machine to the compacted material was about 2520 J and the common range was between
1260 and 5040 J. On this test, the compaction thickness was 7 cm The standard energy
can be estimated by thickness, and the energy must be about 5400 J The common range is
between 2700 and 10,080 J The energy of heavy compaction (a kind of modified proctor
compaction method used in China) is 5642 J. Heavy compaction and vibration compaction
have similar energies (the compaction barrel volume of heavy compaction is slightly less
than that of vibration compaction) The compaction effect of vibrate compaction is better as
the internal friction angle of vibrating compacted material is lower for particle materials in
the vibration state.

3.3. The Energy Stored by Compaction Materials Es

The energy Es can be described by the hysteresis-curve area. It increases during the
compaction process The relationship between Es and the compaction cycle is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Hysteresis-loop area of cement-stabilized aggregate.

The rising trend of the hysteretic curve area was close to the compaction-deformation
curve The Ahf (the mean area value of the final hysteresis curve) was 38,046.3 N·mm, and
the, σAh (the standard deviation of the final hysteresis-curve area) was 2411.17, which
indicated that Es (the mean energy stored by the compacted cement-treated aggregate) was
about 38 J The hysteresis-curve area was nearly constant after 20 s. Therefore, the finale
area was only slightly affected by the compaction time.

The stored energy could also be computed by a simple physical method The peak
value of the compactor’s mechanical excitation force was about 6000 N and the effective
value of the compactor’s excitation force was

√
2

2 of the peak value; since the excitation-
force curve was a sinusoid curve, the effective value of the compactor’s excitation force
was about 4200 N. At the initial stage, the compaction-vibration force increased from 0 to
6000 N and the compression displacement accounted for half of the whole compression
displacement The actual average effective value should be calculated as: ( 4200

2 + 4200)/2 ≈
3200 N. The compression displacement was at a distance of approximately 1 cm. Therefore,
the work was about 3200 N × 0.01 m = 32 J The energy Es value was determined to be 38
J according to the compaction experiment and 32 J according to the calculation methods.
During one dynamic-compaction process, the cement-stabilized aggregate can absorb and
save energy of about 32–38 J. The compaction volume was cylindrical: 15 cm in diameter
and 7 cm thick.

3.4. The Analysis on Three Kinds of Energy

The energy Esel f was about 40 J when it initiated the compaction of the material.
However, for each compaction-contract process, the transmitted energy from machinery to
compacted material (Et) was only 1–1.8 J. In a one-minute compaction process, about 2500
(2520) J of energy were transmitted, but only about 38 J could be stored and conserved by
the material The Esel f was determined by the theoretical calculation and was unrelated to
the specimen thickness. The Et and Es were measured by the actual experiment, which were
affected by the compaction depth.

In this study, for the first time, the energy Es value was defined by two different
methods in indoor experiments.

4. Conclusions

(1) In time order, compaction processes can be divided into three stages: the initial stage,
the normal stage, and the stable stage. In compaction processes, the hysteresis curve
of the three stages becomes more stable and dense, whereas the indenter-displacement
speed becomes slow.
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(2) There are three kinds of energy in the vibration-compaction process: the mechanical
energy itself (Esel f ), the energy transmitted from the machinery to the compacted
material (Et), and the energy stored by the compaction materials (Es), with energy
values of 40 J, 2500 (2520) J, and 38 J, respectively.

(3) In each compaction process, the energy transmitted from the machinery to the com-
pacted material (Et) is only 1–1.8 J.
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